CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
A WinGuard Vertical Solution

THE SYSTEM CONCEPT
Numerous subsystems, highest security standards
and various communication systems
The Challenge
Particularly high security requirements apply for
correctional facilities. Not only the guards and
officers, but also visitors and neighbours as well as
the inmates themselves have to be protected from
assaults, attacks and injury.
The approach to fulfill these requirements is
therefore specifically adapted to the justice
system and requires indepth know-how about
the procedures in a correctional facility and the
implemented technical systems. Already the basic
objective requires a change of thinking: here you
do not safeguard the way in, but the way out.
With regard to the technical devices required for
a correctional facility, particular focus is set on
a perfectly working and permanently available
communication system as an integrated solution.
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Such messages are visualized by WinGuard,
through an intelligent automatic display of floor
plans linked with video data. This provides a
complete overview of the employee’s safety
status. The full capability to act is ensured anytime for the guards by scenarios for changeovers
and re-routing at defined times as well as by
displaying the occupancy status and incidents.
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All available systems such as intercom, radio
and telephone must be controlled comprehensively, independent from the different end devices.
With its customized user interface adapted to the
personnel and system resources in a correctional
facility, WinGuard centralizes all available
installations. In addition, mobile devices such as
personal distress devices are providing status and
location information.
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Complex Networking
Finally, further information from numerous databases such as inmate information systems
must be interactively retrieved and displayed, if
required.

• External Security
			 • Safeguarding of wall tops
			 • Ground detection
			 • Door, gate and lock control

• Communication Systems
			 • Call system for cells
			 • Radio communication
			 • Telephone system
			 • Intercom
			 • Mobile phone detection

• Administration Systems
			 • Inmate information
			 • Key administration
			 • Guard monitoring
			 • Administration of radio + distress units

• Video Systems
			 • Cameras and live images
			 • Video recording
			 • Registration plate detection
• Notification Systems
			 • Movement detection
			 • Fault reports

WinGuard is the optimal solution to link all these
devices in a coordinated and intelligent way.
WinGuard is integrating the total number of individual systems in a homogenous, overall solution.
A fast and safe response while considering all
available information is ensured. The WinGuard
solution for correctional facilities has been continuously developed and optimized in numerous
facilities, together with the best planning and
practice experts.
WinGuard means perfectly adapted, integrated
security solutions for correctional facilities.

